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ABSTRACT 

In international development cooperation of today there is a great multitude of 

NGOs in Developing countries that are financed by Western donors. Facing 

criticism of imperialism and lack of local anchorage the concept of partnership 

has been introduced which is based on mutual cooperation where the local partner 

is the one responsible to define problems and implement the work. The Swedish 

International Development Agency - Sida has practised partnership for over ten 

years. This study looks at the perception and function of this policy from Swedish 

organizations point of view by interviewing representatives from four 

organisations working under Sida cooperating with foreign partners. Findings 

reveals a great difference between aim and reality where the equality partnership 

refers to is absent. The main obstacles were to create an open dialogue and that 

Sida turn down applications based on local needs as they don’t fit their current 

trends. Power-inequalities created by economic resources cannot be ignored and 

the traditional roles of donor and receiver with a paternalistic undertone persists. 

The partnership approach needs to be reconsidered in terms of definition and 

extent if it is to be realistic and beneficial for both parts.  

 

Keywords: Partnership, Development Cooperation, Development Aid, Sida 

 

INTRODUCTION 

International development aid has a strong public support in Western countries but has 

equally met massive criticism as being ineffective and imperialistic (Karlström, 1996). For 

example the social and economic development in many African countries has not achieved 

much despite decades of international development aid or cooperation (Ridell, 2007). To 

avoid misdirected, short-term and westernized solutions partnership is the concept that will 

make the foreign aid more effective by further anchorage and involvement of the recipient. 

The Swedish International Development Cooperation Agency – Sida has accepted and used 

the partnership-approach for over ten years (Ingelstam, A., Jarskog, H., Karlstedt, C., Peck, L. 
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2005) which is directing the policies for the 15 Swedish frame-organisations working under 

Sida, together representing hundreds of organisations. 

 

The aim with this study is to look at the function of this partnership from the Swedish partners 

point of view, and whether or to what extent it is possible to adhere to the mutuality and 

equality that the partnership-concept literally refers to. By investigating challenges perceived 

by different Swedish partner organisations this paper also intend to reveal key factors or 

obstacles to go about to improve the partnership relation and development cooperation in 

general.   

 

METHOD 

In order to get a better and updated understanding of the current research in the area the study 

was introduced by making a survey of the literature and research made on this subject. The 

Mid Sweden University library and databases as Academic Search Elite and Social Services 

Abstracts were used as sources to obtain information with focus on development aid in 

general and partnership in particular. Through this procedure I could get an overview of 

different forces and interested parties driving international development aid, the development 

of the approach of foreign aid, the relation between the partners, that is western donor and 

receiving countries and the discourse about roles and other issues hindering an efficient and 

mutually successful cooperation. As this study focus on Swedish development aid it was 

fundamental for the research to partake of Sidas official documents about their organisation, 

methods, values and general policies directing their work through partnership. Previous 

evaluations of partnership done by different agencies was another source to enhance a greater 

understanding of this subject. The background information created a picture of general 

criticism against development aid, definitions of partnership, problems and deficiencies and 

recommendations made by evaluators which made me to formulate the aim and main question 

to go about in this study. 

 

For the purpose of this study qualitative interviews with staff from different Swedish 

organisations working under Sida was considered as the most appropriate way to find out the 

experienced function of international cooperation through partnership. A semi-structured 

interview-guide was formulated including their definition and perception of partnership, what 

the partnership dialogue is like, experiences of problems and limits within partnership, 

reasons to cancelled cooperation, lessons learnt and advice. The time limits of the study in 
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relation to the amount of information required made the number of interviews to be four. 

From previous experiences I know that it is the program coordinators that work as the link 

between Sida and local partners in South. To get hold of this number of representatives 

holding the knowledge relevant to this study I looked at Sidas 15 frame organisations and 

made the selection from the following criteria’s; organisations working under various frame-

organisations, the partnership-approach formulated in their policies and many years of 

experience of development cooperation in a number of areas in South. Seven organisations 

were chosen and contacted through e-mail, four of them responded and thereby contacted for 

interview.  

  

The focus and aim of the study, the interview-guide and the conditions of the interview such 

as anonymity, time and location was communicated to the informants before the meeting. The 

interviews were carried out at the organisations own office using tape-recorder as well as 

taking notes to collect the information, each interview lasted up to one hour. Afterwards the 

recorded material was transcribed, translated from Swedish to English, sorted and categorized 

into definitions, problems and recommendations. The findings was further analyzed according 

to the focus of the study, previous research and Sidas policies and finally compiled and 

presented as results where all names used in the quotations are fictitious. 

 

Some issues to consider in this study is the selection of organisations which implies a factor 

of self-selection where the representatives responding to the request were the ones 

interviewed, whether this means that the study excludes organisations where partnership is 

more dysfunctional can only rise speculations. A greater number of  organisations represented  

would have favoured the extent of the study by adding more aspects but due to time limits and 

capacity this was not possible. The fact that this study of partnership only includes the 

perception from the Swedish partner and does not embrace the local partners view and 

experience of partnership is a great limit of the study with the risk of giving a subjective and 

one-sided picture of the partnership relation. Still it is hard finding a practicable alternative 

since one focus is desuetuded partnerships in different parts of the world which would be 

difficult to find now afterwards. Even if local partners would have been included in the study 

the fact of being a white researcher would likely make me perceived as linked to the donor. 

Although the single focus on the Swedish partner does not necessarily mean total silence from 

the partner as some of  their reactions and comments are presented by the Swedish 

programme coordinators interviewed. 
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FRAMEWORK 

Sida and PartnershipSida and PartnershipSida and PartnershipSida and Partnership    

The Swedish Agency for International Development Cooperation, Sida, is a governmental 

agency under the Ministry of Foreign Affairs (sida.se, 08-05-12). The motivation of Sidas 

work and allocation of public funds is the idea of a global responsibility to reduce poverty, 

protect the environment and solve conflicts and the understanding that global problems in 

terms of environment, economy and health demand international collaboration which is 

beneficial for both rich and  poor countries. Sidas official task is to create the conditions for 

sustainable development whereby the pronounced goals are; economic growth, economic and 

social equality – basic needs, economic and political independence and democratic 

development. A great proportion of the Swedish economic resources set for development 

cooperation is channelized and used through minor Swedish organisations as a way to 

promote a strengthened democratic civil society in the cooperation countries whereby people 

enhance power to influence and improve their living conditions (Sida, 2005). The partnership 

between the Swedish and the local organisations is according to Sida a fundamental condition 

to attain this goal (Ingelstam, A., Jarskog, H., Karlstedt, C., Peck, L., 2005). 

 

In their public documents Sida accentuates that each region and country requires its own 

strategy where it is the local partners task and responsibility to formulate needs, plan and 

implement. Sweden contributes to poverty reduction by supporting the goals, plans and 

activities of its formal cooperation partners. These partners own and implement policies and 

programmes that aim to reduce poverty and open opportunities for poor people and through 

this ownership concept the role of the cooperation partner is strengthened (Sida, 2005). The 

goals of the partnership are; 1.) The local partner to be strengthened as democratic actor, 2.) 

the Swedish partner to be strengthened as democratic actor, 3.) that the local partners work is 

strengthened (Ingelstam, et al. 2005). 

 

Development AidDevelopment AidDevelopment AidDevelopment Aid    

International development aid has a massive public support in western countries as it is a way 

of showing solidarity with poor people, or simply a way of clearing one’s conscience. Still 

positive coherence between development aid and economic growth is nowhere to be found. 

Stagnation and poverty in aid-receiving countries as well as the increasing dependency of 

foreign support shows the failure of development aid and the idea of help to self-help, it rather 
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seems as it has created passivity in the receiving countries (Karlström, 1996). International 

development aid or cooperation is complex and problematic as it is influenced by numbers of 

individuals and groups interests, wishes, hopes and political pressures (Riddel, 2007). For 

instance there are about 1500 Swedish institutions and companies that are depending on 

Swedish development aid to continue and increase for their own survival (Karlström, 1996). 

A change towards direct funding of southern NGOs and increased focus on international 

emergencies would leave northern organisations in an uncertain position (Lewis, 1998). Maria 

Eriksson Baaz is one out of many who rises criticism from a historical aspect in her research 

where she notices that all “decolonised situations are marked by the trace of the imperial past 

they try to disavow” (Eriksson Baaz, 2005). Surely nobody working with development 

cooperation wants to be a colonist! Still many actors involved in this forum appears as a neo-

colonial power. Development cooperation turns into extended imperialism by forcing western 

values and systems on poor countries (Karlström, 1996).  

 

It doesn’t take much involvement within this subject to realise that there is a gap between 

what you want to do and what you actually can do (Karlström, 1996). Multilateral aid is 

indeed complicated as the number of different actors and the massive escalation of numbers 

of NGOs often result in duplication and overlap of roles and responsibilities between and 

across agencies (Riddel, 2007). The willingness to coordinate the work between the donors is 

poor as they are all keen to retain their own profile, an ambition that obviously is stronger 

than the concern about the needy. Still the idea to make a detailed planning of an other 

countries economy is absurd. Development projects generally becomes “foreign bodies” or 

“project-islands” which are difficult to integrate into the receiving countries economy 

(Karlström, 1996). Research made by Ridell shows that donors advice and conditions are not 

“adjusted” to the economic context, decisions are made without knowledge about policy 

environment and the methods are often inappropriate to the complex aid-relationship. 

Sustainability is a common problem, the quality is affected by pressures to perform quick and 

at last it appears that these short-term projects are not cost-effective at all (Neubauer, 1990; 

Riddel, 2007). 

 

Despite the apparent deficiencies development aid is defended by donors as well as receivers. 

Even in the receiving countries  foreign aid has produced institutions within the public sector 

which don’t dare to criticise (Riddel, 2007).  The best outcome for the recipient is to simply 

accept the aid and make low effort, at the end of the day there is money added to either public 
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or private accounts (Karlström, 1996). Many donors has expressed the lack of local partners 

commitment, capacity, ownership and governance (Riddel, 2007), what they don’t seem to 

reflect on is that the outcome of foreign aid, especially as “know-how”, depends on the 

recipients willingness to accept and absorb this certain kind of knowledge. In the end foreign 

development workers considers it more simple to do the job themselves than to make the 

locals taking responsibility (Karlström, 1996).  

 

PartnershipPartnershipPartnershipPartnership    

The world is constantly changing and national politics and strategies has to adjust to the new 

conditions. The word partnership appeared after the Cold War as a concept for peace and in 

1997 it was applied on the Swedish development cooperation (Hermele, 2006). The idea 

behind partnership is recognized as providing deeper and more long-term solutions to poverty 

and dependence of foreign donors than regular monetary aid (Neubauer, 1990; Lewis, 1998). 

The relation between donor and receiver as partners is based on their common interests where 

the aim is a more equal relation based on mutual trust, shared values and clearly defined 

goals. Added to this solidarity and the enlightened own interest makes the motive for Swedish 

politics. Partnership is defined by SEKA/EO as; a policy in advanced cooperation that is 

based on mutual respect, trust, transparency, integrity and mutual accountability (Hermele, 

2006). Sida also stresses that the work should be characterized by continuous dialogue, 

critical and constructive discussions, reflection, knowledge-exchange, understanding of each 

others structures, a genuine humbleness and both parts should have a clear responsibility. The 

condition of partnership is common values in terms of human rights, democracy and gender 

equality which is ensured through dialogue and negotiations from different aspects, common 

decisions should determine which strategies and methods to use. The unequal power-relation 

due to the Swedish advantage of resources must be considered and handled throughout.  

Partnership must be based on local needs, it is the local partner who is responsible of making 

the inventory of problems and likewise has the right to decide what they want to achieve 

(Ingelstam, et al. 2005).  

 

Partnership RevisedPartnership RevisedPartnership RevisedPartnership Revised    

The problem with these definitions is that they easily become abstract (Ingelstam, et al. 2005). 

According to Ericsson Baaz this only presents surface modifications where “partnership” 

instead of donors and receivers and  “development cooperation” instead of development aid  
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are simply political slogans hiding other motives such as lowering costs and legitimating 

continued presence in the face of increasing criticism (Eriksson Baaz, 2002). Riddel agrees 

and puts out that the discussion about recasting relationships has been ignored or forgotten 

because of fear that it would expose disagreements to the public and thereby undermine the 

public support for aid. All donors has accepted the Human Rights-approach which demands 

involvement and participation of receivers in decisions but in reality the donor is still king 

(Riddel, 2007). The western partners role as donor is a great hindrance to equality as they 

anyhow expect having power. This power-asymmetry is not to ignore as it also implies the 

aspects of different and conflicting interests why for example perceptions of failure and 

success differs (Eriksson Baaz, 2005). The differences in capacity hinders the basic 

partnership-dialogue where the Western partner is not as transparent and accountable as they 

expect the local partner to be (Ingelstam, et al. 2005). Contrary to the message that urges 

partners to articulate their goals as if there were no stakes involved, there are indeed risks 

involved in articulating goals that differ from those of the donor (Eriksson Baaz, 2005). It is 

anyhow the donor who initially sets up the rules of the game whereby partner goals and 

interests which do not fit these rules must be down-played and kept hidden. This way 

complete openness is impossible if you want to remain a partner (Eriksson Baaz, 2002). 

Riddel adds that donors actually choose cooperation partners who lack information and 

methods on how to make economic decisions, priories and mechanisms of how to file 

complaints (Riddel, 2007). 

 

An evaluation made on Swedish development aid shows clear shortages in the Swedish 

partners understanding and respect of the local partners structures (Ingelstam, et al. 2005). 

There are also criticism of attitudes and manners representing Eurocentrism and paternalism 

as images of colonial history where the Swedish partner turn themselves into some kind of 

omniscient’s - giving advice on a number of areas outside professional knowledge and 

responding to the local partner as “the passive other” that has to be activated, when it is 

actually their way of showing resistance to donor rules and advice (Eriksson Baaz, 2005). The 

partnership-concept can be seen as both a break and continuance with the imperial past 

(Eriksson Baaz, 2002) since the ambitions are adjusted but the methods still behind. The basic 

limits according to Hermele is that the common interests that are to constitute the very 

foundation of partnership does not exist to a great extent. Since he cannot see the Swedish 

economic interest in Africa the idea of equal partnership appears not trustworthy (Hermele, 

2006).  
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FINDINGS 

Views of PartnershipViews of PartnershipViews of PartnershipViews of Partnership    

Every interview was introduced by giving the informant the opportunity to express his or her 

definition and perception of the concept partnership and their reflections about it. It was 

apparent that the word partnership was very familiar to all of them but the content and 

meaning of it far more complex and hard to grasp. The difference between the official policies 

of partnership and partnership in practice emerged in every interview. 

 

You have to see them as cooperation partners, not as receivers…we have that respect 

towards our partners that we don’t come dictating the conditions, it has always been our 

ambition. Then it is a different thing to make this in reality… it was easier before when it 

was not that much money involved. (Anita) 

 

The equality and mutuality that partnership literally refers to is a clear ambition while the 

reality implies conditions that makes it difficult to attain, this expressed by organisations with 

over twenty years of international cooperation. The main obstacles referred to is money and 

power. 

 

Partnership is very relative – it is us possessing the power to set priories on countries 

and themes, it is very distorted. (Lydia) 

 

One of the informants wants to put the word partnership into brackets because it initially 

means equality while it is actually only one partner - that is the donor, who sets the very rules 

of the game. This basic fact is why others see the talk about partnership as hypocrisy and 

deliberately even deviate from it. 

 

I believe this with equal partnerships is an utopia, because when it is about money and 

the third world, then it is simply the money that rules. It may sound so nice according to 

Sida that it will all be so equal and that all decisions are made mutually… it sounds so 

great but in reality it is not that way, absolutely not. We choose to look upon it as a more 

professional relation where we are the orderer and they are the producer. There is a 

built-in inequality, because we are the ones coming with money. Every attempt to ignore 

this fact will not come out well, you simply have to see it this way, and it doesn’t have to 

be anything negative with that.  (Sarah) 
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The inequality in the partnership is often handled or compensated by emphasizing in policy 

documents that the relation is beneficial for donors as well through for example knowledge-

exchange but even this attempt is rejected and not taken as anything serious.  

 

Some formulate and theorize that also we [Swedes] get a lot… but you cant be too naive. 

(Peter) 

 

Inequality Inequality Inequality Inequality  

The inequality that the clearly different conditions of the partners brings emerges as a true 

challenge in development cooperation. It requires skills, experience and sincere consideration 

about the complexity of the western wish and power to interfere in foreign countries.  

 

“According to Sidas documents it is the local partner who is to formulate aims and 

methods, is it like that?”[me asking] 

It is like that in the books. They define according to your premises. It is the balance in 

the dialogue that is so difficult but yet so important. (Peter) 

 

The informants refer to actors and numbers of projects where this required balance is not 

attained where the donor, sometimes not aware and with good intentions, force local 

organisations to re-shape their entire work according to western demands and values that are 

not anchored within the current context or by the practioners. This phenomenon is compared 

with rape, where the victim don’t have the ability or power to refuse .  

 

Unfortunately there is too much of western values and convictions that influence the 

dialogue. Take for example matters of environment, HIV, gender… we are going to look 

at everything…God knows what! Our demands are so many and often hard to reach up 

to. The purpose is good but the methods are most of the time not the best – you want to 

force organisations to adopt your values about themes that are important, but you make 

it in a way that it not realistic, it is as if you rape the organization. For example gender, 

in some areas they have not reached that far, but they follow you just to get the money, 

not because they have that conviction. So many organizations adjust – they start talking 

like the donors like, start writing like the donors like, because they need the money… this 

is very unfortunate…(Peter) 
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Sida Sida Sida Sida  

Considering their own role in partnership there is another aspect than themselves being the 

“top-dog” as rich westerners. As the organisations represented in the study are to varying 

extent financed by Sida, they too have to make sure to adjust the activities carried out to 

correspond to Sidas current policies and guidelines. There is no matter of course that local 

needs pronounced agrees with the latest trends of development cooperation why the 

coordinators have to engage in making “cosmetic” changes of local requests. 

 

Our responsibility is to make their needs to look good [to Sida], to ensure it fits… not 

lying but…within the scopes you can fix or adjust proposals to make it accepted and 

financed. That’s our way to contribute to partnership, as a kind of mediator, as the link 

between two different worlds. (Lydia) 

 

Throughout the interviews a dissatisfaction emerges concerning Sidas authority and manners. 

The conditions of getting allocation is limited to focus areas which are constantly changing. 

Since the financing from Sida is of crucial importance to both partner organisations 

formulating the “right” proposal becomes the top-priority instead of responding to local needs 

and changes. 

 

Sida is so extremely bureaucratic [...] we used to build schools or make bore-wholes but 

now we cannot, now it is only organizational development. It works like this; when Sida 

decides to concentrate on for example environment, people immediately call their local 

organizations telling them to write a proposal including environment – and it has to be 

environment… next time it is AIDS… You create a paper product controlled by what we 

here in Sweden have decided. This is one reason why we want to be independent, we 

don’t want to create these things… thank God we have our own donors. (Sarah) 

 

The effect of this hierarchical procedure is that the true needs and challenges facing the needy 

in the cooperation countries is down-played and not responded to while other focus-themes 

are applied everywhere irrespective of historical and cultural context. The long-term outcome 

shows that this method is not very successful as it brings unexpected consequences. 

 

You cannot hurry up for example the gender-process, you have to see to their history. 

Many women that starts feeling free and are empowered gets into problems with their 

husbands and it becomes a family-problem where they end up single-parents caring for 
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all their children. You cant just come with some “recipes”, it is more complicated than 

that. (Lydia) 

 

You don’t reach the core problems by doing this [referring to work without local 

anchorage], it is disrespectful. (Sarah) 

 

DialogueDialogueDialogueDialogue     

To create and maintain a good dialogue is fundamental to successful cooperation, but still not 

easy especially as the colleagues are divided by cultures, varying demands to perform results 

and thousands of miles. The partners differing access to money and power are yet the main 

obstacles to keep a good dialogue on equal terms. 

 

As soon as there is one giving money and one receiving money there is a risk that the 

dialogue is very much marked by these money coming in. (Peter) 

 

Cultural codes of conducts and the local partners fear of loosing or damaging the essential 

relation to the donor makes expressions of differing ideas or opposing views as a base for 

negotiation hard to reach. The lack of discussions makes resistance evident in other terms 

such as default actions upon agreements. To interpret this “alternative” communication 

requires talent by the donor. 

 

Sometimes they present things which they know is what we want to hear. (Anita) 

 

Many of our cooperation countries don’t have that culture to criticise, it is hard for them 

to express criticism, it shows in other ways but they cannot tell us face to face – I think it 

is about culture, they respect us. But we are aware of that and very perceptive, it requires 

flair. It shows by them not doing what we agreed about – not by words but by acts. 

(Sarah) 

 

It is evident that some of the informants are unsatisfied with the conditions of communication. 

The broad and open forum that is whished for is nearly made impossible due to all the 

demands on reports and formal documents that is required by Sida whereby the Swedish 

partner turns in to the role of a controller acting on Sidas demands against the local partner. 

Elements of equality and confidence are hard to combine with one partners commission to 

check the other. 
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If you just sit here in Sweden the dialogue becomes very limited and will be focused on 

administration. We cannot ruin our relation to Sida either, that’s why the dialogue turns 

into much control […] It should be all about trusting each other… The problem is that 

now we are just following documents… It is the demands on bureaucracy that makes us 

to not have confidence in each other as we used to, the partnership gets more and more 

difficult to handle because of all these demands. We have to put the demands we get from 

Sida on our partners.  (Lydia) 

 

The pronounced equality which is not reality has been questioned even by local partners who 

react on the one-way focus on only the local partners to learn and change. Contradictory to 

Sidas confession to contribute to both Swedish and local activities, the budget still refer to the 

local partners as receivers. 

 

They [South African partners] reacted on our goals [to give poor people the possibility to 

improve their living standards] – “Is it only us who are to change, should you come here 

and teach us democracy?” But then we have to explain that this is all from Sida, we are 

not getting any money for making ourselves more democratic…but now we include 

ourselves in our policy-documents. (Anita) 

 

RecommendationsRecommendationsRecommendationsRecommendations 

Ending each interview-session the informants, as possessing knowledge and experience of 

this complex relation, was asked to give their personal recommendations on how to handle 

partnership in development cooperation. As apparent throughout the findings the concept 

partnership is not a matter of course why it is crucial to initially discuss and together with the 

partner define what partnership implies in this specific relation, or if partnership should be 

used at all. 

 

The problem is that you get into relations without first agree about or make up the rules 

of the game… otherwise you rarely have the same understanding of a relation. (Peter) 

 

It is important to sit down with your partners and reflect about what you mean with 

partnership. [They say] “You Swedes just want to be “buddies” and do everything 

together but we think like this – we are effective, give us the money, we do our job, it’s 

ok, we don’t need to be “buddies”… some say like that. Or “you have so much sense of 

guilt, that is why you want to be buddies with us”. To what extent do we force ourselves 
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into partnerships in developing countries? We want to make everything according to our 

perceptions and conditions. (Lydia) 

 

As cooperation is introduced by two different organization with different focus, ambitions and 

capacity it is important to consider to what extent they whish to collaborate. It is actually not 

likely for an independent organization to completely adopt a foreign concept. 

 

Now it is organizational development, we are re-shaping and interfere in the very soul of 

their organisations, but we have to let them keep their integrity […] We must decide what 

we want and they what they want, you cannot overdo this [partnership]… you have to 

consider on which level you can let the partner to influence. (Anita) 

 

All informants stresses the obvious risk you face in possessing power. There is no doubt that 

money is power in this context, power that can be used for good and for bad. Some even 

states that partnership is all about handling power and the temptations it may imply.  

 

Be conscious about power, you have money and education, you can choose to contribute 

to something or not. (Lydia) 

 

Money implies a temptation to exercise power, there is no doubt about that. There goes 

the division between a good an a bad aid-organization, development worker, partner – in 

how you can handle this difficult relation […] Resist the temptation to blackmail with 

money […] This is one of the difficult points – how to keep a balance in a dialogue 

considering that you put in a lot of resources such as money. (Peter) 

 

A condition for successful partnerships is to start the relation with a good and genuine 

organization. A good organization has integrity which makes the basic dialogue possible 

which is fundamental to attain a fruitful relation and efficient work.   

 

The difficult part is to find these strong organizations, organizations based on a theory, 

not only “doers”. […] A partner becomes interesting when it has the capacity and ability 

to say no to a donor… most of the time it is not that way, organizations adjust. (Peter) 

 

Another way of handling the unavoidable inequality and a way to create the valuable dialogue 

is to make partner-gatherings where the local partners as majority gets courage to question the 
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donors rules and advice. In these forums the Swedish partners has to express themselves and 

current issues and problems, an opportunity where the Swedes has to be accountable towards 

the locals. 

 

What we have worked with during the last years is to gather all partners in every country 

for partner-meetings at least once a year. […] But especially they become strong against 

us and dare to question  and say no… they rise many points where they say that we are 

patronizing – “ is it only us who are to develop our organizations, maybe you are the 

ones who needs it”. And that is good, they must have their right to work in their own way. 

[…] It is very important to not just talk about them and their problems but to also talk 

about our problems, what we struggle with.  (Anita) 

 

Finally the value of a good dialogue cannot be over-emphasised. The informants are 

unanimous as they state that dialogue is the very basis for cooperation and for the essential 

development work to achieve a real change in peoples lives. But as donor it is important to 

realize that you will not find the core issues and methods if you take over the dialogue, it 

requires open questions and modest listening .  

 

Dialogue is a condition for partnership. (Lydia) 

 

I create controversies, but people, not least here in Sweden, mix problemizing with a 

negative attitude. But if you want to find the solution you first have to know what is the 

problem. Problemizing is a step in searching for the solution. Unfortunately too often 

people don’t want to listen to problems, problemizing requires knowledge and people 

avoid these problems because they fear revealing their lack of knowledge in a discussion. 

To not agree in a discussion is very important, but you also have to have some common 

denominators. […] Be humble in the dialogue but be driven by conviction.  (Peter) 

 

DISCUSSION 

This study shows that the main challenges appearing working in partnership, from the 

Swedish partner organisations point of view, is to create an open dialogue where both partners 

can discuss and rise criticism on equal terms, and the fact that many proposals made by the 

local partners are turned down and not funded as they don’t match Sidas current trends. These 

shortages are to be taken serious as they strike the basic conditions for cooperation in the 

scope of partnership. In Sidas official policy documents partnership is described as a relation 
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where there is; the local partner is the one to inventory problems, work based on local needs, 

confidence and respect, openness to critical discussions and where the local partner has the 

right to choose what they want to achieve through the collaboration (Sida, 2005). In relation 

to the information collected through the interviews these formulations appear as empty 

promises, although politically correct but truly far from reality. This resembles with the 

political slogans that has been revealed before as a way to justify continued presence in 

foreign countries (Eriksson Baaz, 2002).  

 

As shown by former research (Eriksson Baaz, 2002; 2005; Karlström, 1996) this study 

confirms that manners of imperialism continue to mark the development-cooperation-relation 

where Sweden through Sida is dictating the rules and “right” values and implementing them 

by force. This is something the organisations participating in the study dissociate with, as 

some even whish to be independent. Sidas immovable focus-themes indicates that the concern 

of maintaining the Swedish profile is of higher priority than responding to the needy 

(Karlström, 1996). Advice and methods still don’t seem to be appropriate to the complex aid-

relationship (Neubauer, 1990; Riddel, 2007) as findings show reactions by local partners 

being treated as the only ones to change and learn and perceiving the Swedes as patronising. 

The mutuality aimed for by the partnership concept is obviously still absent, the Swedes are 

not as accountable as they expect their partners to be (Ingelstam, et al. 2005) and when they 

are it is an exception. One reason to this apart from the financial matters might be that the 

common interests are not enough (Hermele, 2006). It is also worth notice that no one of the 

four Swedish representatives interviewed mentioned anything they actually get or gain in turn 

from their local partners whereby the traditional roles of donor and receiver seem to persist 

(Riddel, 2007). The goals of partnership in terms of strengthening both Swedish and local 

partners as democratic actors and strengthening the work of the local partner (Sida, 2005) has 

rather been opposed than approached through the collaboration. The Swedish partner as donor 

is without doubt the great hindrance to reach equality as they thereby have power and often 

even want or expect this power to influence (Riddel, 2007). Even if Sida mentions that there 

are power-inequalities that has to be considered, they don’t explain practically how this tricky 

issue is to be mastered, if possible at all that is. 

 

Through former evaluation (Ingelstam, et al. 2005) as well as here the importance of initially 

setting the rules, agree about what is a relevant action and how you look upon partnership is 

emphasized. But in the long-run you may wonder to what extent this kind of agreement 
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reaches in practise as Sida continues being the intractable authority setting the final rules. 

Contradictory to former studies showing that western donors are looking for actors that can’t 

say no (Riddel, 2007) the Swedish partners included in this study explain how they are 

deliberately searching for strong organisations with integrity. They are actually trying to find 

out ways of how to enable the local partners to say no, this through deliberately creating 

controversies and making partner-gatherings. Weaknesses of the local partners such as 

passivity and lack of commitment  that are mentioned by Riddel (2007) and Eriksson Baaz 

(2002; 2005) does not appear in this study. Instead of criticising the local partner it is now 

Sida as ruling authority who has become the culprit.  

 

Everyone seems to doubt that the equality required is actually possible to attain. Creating a 

good outcome demands confidence, why too much emphasis on controlling the local partner 

makes the partnership impossible as it ruins the confidence. Working like that will finally 

affect the needy as a low level of local anchorage will generate poor results (Neubauer, 1990). 

A good dialogue as the key to avoid this scenario is important and a basic condition but 

obviously hard to attain due to the different roles, culture and physical distance. The question 

remaining is if this dialogue still is possible. Complete openness is too risky to remain a 

partner (Eriksson Baaz, 2002) and the informants have seen how the local partners adjust by 

fear. Even in the examples of successful dialogues through partner-gatherings and purposely 

creating controversies, these occasions are as well created on initiative of the Swedes. Is it 

likely to assume that all western partners holding the money are able and willing to manage 

their power this way? International development cooperation clearly implicates two dangers, 

that is for receivers to misuse money, and for donors to misuse power. Which one is the most 

serious must be taken into consideration as countries and organisations negotiate and 

introduce collaboration, to reach an agreement of to what extent they should seek for 

partnership.  

 

CONCLUSION 

Is partnership in development cooperation reality or utopia? Well, looking at the results of this 

study it is evident that partnership is not a current reality according to the definitions given by 

Sida and their partner organisations. Is partnership an utopia? My opinion is that Sidas 

definition of partnership is an utopia due to the regulations and conditions prescribed by Sida 

and the Swedish government. Equality regardless of the huge amounts of money possessed by 
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one partner is a dream that has not yet come true. After trying for over ten years with this 

noble attempt you may wonder for how long the actors will persist to pretend this is a fair 

game.  

 

I still believe that the partnership approach is based on good intentions but the complex 

conditions  requires one to reflect about what pretentions do we have entering this kind of 

relation and a sincere weighing of to what extent partnership is possible and actually desirable 

or meaningful. Perhaps partnership does not have to be an utopia if Swedish or Western actors 

are genuinely willing to give in to the equal and mutual approach they proclaim. This by 

communication based on listening and greater adjustment to local situations and needs. That 

would lead to a further question of whether it would be possible for Sida and the Swedish 

government to let go of some of the dominance and control regarding their commission of 

trust towards the Swedish population in administering their taxed money. It all comes to 

accountability, towards aid recipients and taxpayers, why it for future cooperation is a 

relevant consideration what Sidas budget priority is and what to work for - control or a fair 

world? 

 

At last an aspect concerning partnership that this study rises is the level of mutuality initially. 

Do western actors take into consideration that the local organization maybe don’t want to be a 

partner, that is “buddy” according to our perception? Partnership is just another western idea 

applied on foreign countries whether it is an excuse, a cover or a continuance of the colonial 

past. My suggestions to policy makers is to change the definition on partnership to a more 

honest approach based on reality, or to simply share the budget into two pots where one is 

used to fulfil Sidas aims and the other responding to local needs and ambitions.  
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